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This research report is devoted to an investigation of finite 
impulse response (FIR) fi1ters and their implementation via windowing 
techniques. Analysis is restricted to those FIR filters that possess 
both a nonrecursive structure and a linear phase response. 
Initia1ly an informative yet concise overview of FIR filters is 
presented. Some know1edge of "discrete - time" systems is assumed. 
ext, the concepts associated with FIR filter implementation 
through the utilization of window function s is developed. Analysis 
is performed in both the time and frequency domains. Results 
obtained define optimal window function criteria. 
The last design technique is devoted to computer aided FIR filter 
design via windows. The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the 
advantages of using the computer to solve the FIR filter - window 
design problem. An example problem supplements this section. 
Conclusions, along with a brief summary are documented. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Signals are encountered in almost every field of science and 
engineering ; e . g., in communications, control systems, physics, and 
seismology . Two general classes of signals exist: "continuous -
time" and "discrete - time" signals. In many cases analysis of both 
types of signals can be simplified through the utilization of a unique 
mathematical function, the Fourier transform. From this transform 
function the frequency spectrum of the signal can be derived to pro-
vide a description of the frequency content of the signal. In order 
to enhance our analysis proficiency the spectrum can be filtered. 
Filtering is a process used to modify , reshape, or manipulate the fre-
quency spectrum so as to meet some desirable criteria. The result of 
this process will allow fo r the extraction of information that was 
previously difficult to recover from the frequency spectrum of the 
original signal. 
A digital filter is a digital system that is used to filter 
discrete - time signals. Quite often these discrete - time signals 
are derived from continuous - time signals by means of a technique 
called sampling (Bozic, 1979). The advantages to be gained by 
utilizing digital filters instead of analog filters include among 
others design flexibility and exact repeatability. 
The terms infinite impulse response (IIR) and finite impulse 
response (FIR) define two types of digital filters commonly u~ed. 
Furthermore, the terms "recursive" and 11 nonrecursive 11 describe the 
specific structure in which these filters are realized. One area of 
digital filters that is of primary interest involves those filters 
that possess exact linear phase response. This report restricts 
itself to the analysis of this one class of digital filters; i.e., 
nonrecursive FIR filters implemented via window functions. 
2 
CHAPTER I 
FINITE IMPULSE RESPONSE (FIR) FILTERS 
The term nonrecursive decribes that particular class of digital 
filters whose present output, y(n), is computed using the present 
input, x(n), and previous inputs; x(n-1), x(n-2), ... , x(n-N). Since 
the filter has no inherent feedback, previous output values; y(n-1), 
y(n-2), ... ,y(n-M) are not used in the computation of the output, y(n). 
The representation of a nonrecur s ive realization can be written as 
y = F(x x x x ) 
n n, n-1, n- 2, ... , n- N ( 1 ) 
"The motivation behind this terminology is that it has been shown that 
FIR filters as well as IIR filters can be realized both nonrecursively 
and recursively. It should be noted that, in general, recursive 
realizations of IIR filters and nonrecursive realizations of FIR fi 1-
ters are most efficient and are usually used (see Appendix A). Thus a 
term describing filter characteristics should be distinct from a term 
des c r i b i n g how t he f i lt er i s re a 1 i z e d , 11 ( R ab i n er , 1 9 71 , P age 188 ) . 
Therefore, accepted is the fact that FIR filters can be realized 
both nonrecursively; using direct convolution, and recursively; using 
a comb filter and a bank of resonators (Rabiner, 1971). However, we 
will limit our investigation to analysis of nonrecursively realized 
FIR digital filters. 
This restriction is a result of an interest in only those causal 
filters that possess exactly linear phase, (implies finite i~pulse 
response). It is desirable for the phase characteristics of a filter 
4 
to be zero or linear so that the phase affects the shape of the output 
signal by at most a time delay. To satisfy the above criteria a non-
recursive FIR filter, as shown in Figure 1, is required. 
We realize that in a linear discrete - time system both the 
input, x(k), and the output, y(k), sequences are related by linear 
difference equations with constant coefficients. In the theory of 
digital or discrete - time filters the general difference equation can 
be written as follows: 
Equivalently, we can express the above equation as 
N M 























For nonrecursive FIR filter realization equation (4) reduces to: 
N 
y(k) = L 
n=O 
If b0 1 
N 




Equation (6) describes a nonrecursive FIR filter as being a convolu-
tion sum between the constant coefficients, an, and delayed values 
of the input , x(k). We should note that if the upper bound on n---co 
equation (6) would represent a nonrecursive IIR filter. 
To evaluate the significance of the coefficients, an, we return to 
equation (4) and proceed to take the z-transform of both sides, yield-
ing equation (7). This will allow us to investigate the frequency 
domain characteristics. 
N 
Y(z) = L 
n=O 
a 






m Y ( z ) z -m • ( 7) 
6 
7 
Since we restricted our filter implementation to be nonrecursive equa-
tion (7) reduces to: 
N 
Y(z) = I: a _n_ X(z) z-n 
n=O ba 
IF b0 = 1 
N 
Y(z) = I: an X(z) z-n 
n=O 






Equation (10) represents the nonrecursive filter transfer function. 
Therefore we realize immediately that the coefficients, an, are 
actually the impulse response coefficients, h(n), where h(n) is 
defined as: 
N 






Regarding equations (6) and (10), this relationship results in: 
N 




H(z) = L h(n} z-n (13) 
n=O 
Equation (12) defin es the output of a nonrecursive FIR filter as being 
the convolution sum bet ween the impulse response coefficients, h(n), 
and delayed values of t he i nput, x(k). Equation (13) can provide infor-
mation about the fil ter's frequency response by setting z = ejwT. 
This relationshi p war rants cl oser investigation. 
It is known that for discrete - ti me systems the transfer function 
H(w) = H(z), with z = ejwT, is a periodic function of frequency. We 
can apply Fouri er series techniques to this· function in order to obtain 
the impulse resp on se coefficients, h(n). Equations (14) and (15) are a 
Fourier trans form pair for a discrete - time system: 
00 
H(w) = L h(n) e-jwnT ( 14) 
n• -oo 
ws 
h(n) = 1 J _:s H(w) ejwnT dw ( 15) ws 
2'" 
where w5 
21f the sampling frequency (rads). = -T- represents 
(sec) 
It is important to realize that in order to avoid interspectra 
interference; i.e., frequency aliasing, the input signal must be 
Ws bandlimited to frequencies below z- (Nyquist frequency). 
Letting z = ejwT equation (15) simplifies to , 
00 
H(z) = L h(n) z-n ( l 6) 
n= -oo 
If we choose to use equation (16) to describe the frequency response 
of a FIR filter the following restrictions apply: 
h(n) = 0 for N < 0 (causality) 
0 < n < N (finite impulse response) 
Therefore equation (16) reduces to 
N 




We immediately recognize that equations (13) and (17) are idential and 
represent the frequency response of a discrete - time system; i.e., 
digital filter. 
10 
As mentioned previously, our interest lies with those nonrecursive FIR 
filters that possess zero or linear phase delay. 
The impulse response for a causal FIR system with linear phase 
has the property that 
h(n) = h(N-1 -n) . ( 18) 
To see that this condition implies linear phase we rewrite equation 
( 17) as 
N-1 
H(z) = L h(n) z-n 
n=O 
where 0 ~ n ~ N-1; (N samples taken for convenience). 
Rewriting as two summations, for N even, we find that 
N l 2 - N-1 
L h(n) -n L h(n) H(z) = z + z 
n=O N 
n= 2 
( 1 9) 
-n 
• (20) 
Substituting equation (18) into the second summation in equation (20) 
yields 
N N 1 ! - 1 2 -
L -n L -(N-1-n) H(z) = h(n) z + h(N-1-n) z . 
n=O n=O ( 21 ) 
11 
Making use of equation (18) again results in a very useful expression, 
N ! - 1 
H(z) = L h(n) [ z-n + z-(N-l-n) ] N even (22) 
n=O 
Conve r se l y , i f N i s od d , e q u at i on ( 1 9 ) reduces to 
N-1 1 2- N-1 
H(z) = L h(n) z-n + L h(n) z-n 
n=O n= N-1 + 1 
2 
+ h (¥) z- (N2 l) (23) 
Subsequently , substi tuting equation (18) as before yields the follow-
i ng expressions for H(z), 
N-1 2-





H(z) = L 
n=O 
1 
h(n) z-n + 
N-1 l 2-L h(N-1-n) z-(N-l-n) 
n=O 
(24) 
h(n) [ z-n + z-(N-1-n) ] + h (N21) z- (Nzl) . 
N odd (25) 
12 
If we now evaluate equations (22) and (25) for z=ejwT we obtain 
expressions for the frequency responses: 
N 
"! - 1 
L h(n) [ejw (-n + ¥] T 
n=O 
+ e-jw Fn + N21 ] T] N even (26) 
N-3 
( h (¥)+ ~ h(n>[ejw (-n + N21 ]r 
+ e -jw [ -n + ¥] r] ) . N odd ( 27) 
Using Euler's identity, e .!_jwt = coswt .!_ jsinwt, equations (26) 
and (27) reduce to 
. T . [ N-1 ] T H(eJw } = e-Jw -2- 2h(n) cos [ w ( n - (N21)) T] 
n=O 
N even (28) 
H(ejwT) = e-jw [ N21] T ( h (N21~ 
N-3 
+ t 2h(n) cos [ w (n - (!if-)) T] ) 
n•O 
N odd . 
(29) 
In examining equations (28) and (29) it is evident that in both cases 
the sums in the brackets are real, implying a linear phase shift 
corresponding to a delay of Nzl samples, (note that for the case 
N even, N-1 ~2~ is not an integer). 
Figures (2a) and (2b) depict the impulse responses for a linear phase 
delay filter. 











(* Center of Symmetry) 







The definition of a linear phase filter requires that the filter 
have both constant group delay and constant phase delay. IF equation 
(19) is rewritten in the form 
N-1 
~ h(n) e-jwnT (30) 
n=O 
where M(w) = H(ejwT) magnitude 
O(w) = arg H(ejwT) phase 
we realize that when the phase and group delays are defined as 
follows: 
I = 
- 8 (w) 
p w ( 31 ) 
= 
-d 8( w) 
Tg dw (32) 
that for constant phase delay as well as constant group delay, the 
phase response must be linear; i.e., 
8 (w) = -/W (33) 
and equation (18) is a correct resultant expression for the impulse 
response. However in many applications only the group delay need be 
constant, in which case the phase response can have the form 
8 (w) = (} - /W 0 (34) 
where Bo is a constant. The impulse response of this class of con-
stant - delay nonrecursive filters takes the form 
h(n) = -h(N-1-n) . (35) 
15 
Performing similar techniques as those used to analyze equation (18), 
it can be shown that the impulse response (equation (35)) is anti-
symmetrical about the midpoint between samples N-2 and ~for N 
2 2 
even, and about sample N-1 for N odd. This is illustrated in 
2 Figures (3a) and (3b). 
* 










(* Center of Symmetry) 
Figure 3. Impulse Response for Constant Group Delay 
Equations (18) and (35) lead to some simple expressions for the 






















































































































































































































































The impulse response constraints, equations (18) and (35), impose cer-
tain restrictions on the zeros of H(z). It is easy to visualize where 
the zeros of linear phase FIR filters lie by examing their z trans-
forms. Rewritting equation (19) as 
N-1 
H(z) = L h(n.) z-n = h{O) + h(l) z-1 + h(2) z-2 + ••. 
n=O 
+ h(2) z-(N-J) + h(l) z-(N-2) ! h(O) z-(N-l) 
- -
(36) 
where the + sign corresponds to symmetry in the impulse response 
(equation (18)) and the - sign corresponds to anti-symmetry in the 




H(z) = z- - 2- h(O) [z+(¥) + z _ (Nzl)] 
z......-z 
+ h(l) [z+ 0;3) + z (Nz3) ] 
(N-5) 
z- ( Nzs) ] + ... ) + h(2) [z+ T + 
-
-1 in equation (37), the result is 
+ (N2~~ 
= z I h(O) [z-(Nz l) + z + (N2 l)] 
+ z + (N23)] 
+ h( 1) [z- (N23) 
. (37) 
f N-5\ 
+ h(2) [z- \T) + z + ( N 2 S) ] + • • • ) . ( 38) 
Upon inspection of equation (38) it can be shown that a simple 
relationship exists between equations (37) and (38), more precisely 
H(z) = + z-(N-l) H(z- 1) (39) 
-1 Equation (39) establishes that H(z) and H(z ) are equivalent to 
within a delay of N-1 samples and a multiplier of +l. Thus the 
zeros of H(z-l) are idential to the zeros of H(z). This fact 
has the following implications on the zero locations: 
1. An arbitrary number of zeros can be located at Z·= +l 
1 -
-1 
s ince z . = +l. 
l 
18 
2. An arbitrary number of complex - conjugate pairs of zeros can 
be located on the unit circle since: 
(z-z;) (z-z.*) = (z -;7) (z-+.-) 1 
l 1 
3. Real zeros off the unit circle must occur in reciprocal pairs 
4. Complex zeros off the unit circle must occur in groups of 
four, namely zi, z;* and their reciprocals. 
Figure (4) provides an illustration of typical zero-pole loca-
tions for a constant-delay nonrecursive filter. 
N-1 
po 1 es 






















Figure Pole-Zero Plot for a Constant-Delay Nonrecursive Filter 
(Antoniou, 1979, Pg. 223) 
Having completed my presentation of background information on 
nonrecursive FIR filters, it is appropriate at this time to investi-
gate the design procedures associated with their implementation. 
There are essentially three well-known classes of design tech-
niques for linear phase FIR filters: (1) the window method, (2) fre-
quency sampling, and (3) optimal filter design methods. This paper 
concerns itself with only those FIR filters implemented via method 
number (1), windowing. 
The periodic frequency response H(ejwT) and its correspond-
ing impulse response sequence h(n) are related by the following 
Fourier transform pair: 
00 




l J -2-h(n) = ws -w s H(w) ejwnT dw . ( 41) 
-2-
Unfortunately, two difficulties are encountered when using equations 
(40) and (41) to define a FIR filter. First, the filter impulse 
response is infinite in duration since equation (40) sums over~ oo. 
Secondly, the filter is unrealizable because the impulse response 
begins at - oo ; no finite amount of delay can make the impulse 
response realizabl e, (i.e., causal). 
The most straight forward approach for remedying the former 
problem is to obtain a finite impulse response by symmetrically 
truncating the infinite duration impulse response sequence (equation 
(40)). This procedure will enable the latter difficulty to be 




If for some reason the impulse response h(n), is not directly 
available, it can be obtained from a given H(w) (equation (41)) via a 
technique known as frequency sampling (see Appendix B). In this 
procedure it is usually assumed that H(w) has an idealized frequency 
response as depicted in Figures (5a) and (Sb). 
,. Amp 1 i tude 
ws 
-4-





Figure 5. Ideal Lowpass Filter Characteristics 
Regardless of how h(n) is obtained, the utilization of the above 
mentioned design techniques yields a permissible expression for the 
frequency response of a FIR filter, 
N-1 
H(w) = ~ h(n) e-jwnT ( 42) 
n•O 
We immediately recognize the similarity between equations (19), where 
ejwT~z and equation (42). Thus we are left with only the task 
22 
of evaluating a trigonometric polynomial (equation (42)) in order to 
obtain the frequency response of our FIR filter. Surprisingly, the 
most significant obstacle encountered when implementing the above 
design procedure occurs when we evaluate equation (42); that is 
obtaining an acceptable frequency response. Direct truncation of the 
infinite impulse response series leads to the well-known Gibb's 
Phenomenon which manifests itself as a fixed percentage overshoot and 
ripple before and after an approximated discontinuity in the frequency 
response; Figure (6). 
G1 bb' s Phenomenon 
Dotted line is the 
c aracterf st1c of the 
weighted impulse respone. 
Figure 6. Gibb's Phenomenon 
(Terrell, 1980, Pg. 92) 
To combat this problem we shall introduce a suitable window function 
to modify the h(n) sequence. This concept will be extensively discussed 
in the following chapter. 
CHAPTER II 
WINDOW FUNCTIONS AND FIR FILTER DESIGN 
As discussed in the previous chapter, a common approach to the 
design of nonrecursive FIR filters is based on approximating the in-
finite duration impulse response (equation s (40) and (41)) by a finite 
duration impulse response (equation (42)) . Direct truncation of the 
infinite impulse response results in the previously mentioned Gibbs 
phenomenon; abrupt termination of an infinite series may result in 
poor convergence of the resulting series, especially in the vicinity 
of discontinuities. In the frequency domain this problem manifests 
itself as oscillations in the passband and stopband regions of the 
ideal FIR filter amplitude response . One method ~o eliminate discon-
tinuities is to introduce a transition band between the passband and 
stopband (produces a ,non-ideal FIR filter) . In order to accomplish 
this a filter design technique is implemented which involves the use 
of window functions in order to modify the finite impulse response 
coefficients. "In a sense, the window function determines how much of 
the original impulse response that we can •see', so the term 'window' 
is quite descriptive," (Stanley, 1984, Page 227). 
The windowing process is represented by 
00 
={: 
0 :S n :S N- 1 ~ -jwnT HW ( w) = w(n)h(n) e where w(n) elsewhere 
n= -oo 




Replac i ng ejwT with z yields 
00 L w(n)h(n) z-n . (44) 
n= -oo 




n-1 v dv ( 45) w(n) = 
Substituting equation (45) into equat i on (44) yields 
00 




1 ,( illtl dv 






= eJW and ·nr v = eJ equation (48) becomes 
where 
Therefore, 
j~ rr f implies 
r 
or equivalently , 
W(ejnT) H(ej(w-n)T) dQ 
25 
(49) 
( 5 0) 
( 51 ) 
26 
Since equation (43) represented multiplication in the time-domain the 
results obtained via the complex convolution theorem (equation (50) 
and (51)) look reasonable . Specifically, the actual frequency 
response after windowing is the convolution of the desired frequency 
response H(ejwT) and the frequency response of the window func-
tion W(ejwT), as sho.wn in Figure (7) . 
The question now arises which window functions might be better 
suited for this purpose. Once again if we examine equations (50) and 
(51) we will recognize that for the spectrum of the window function 
(ejwT) to have minimal effect on the desired frequency response 
H( ejwT) when the two functions are convolved, ·it is necessary 
that the spectrum approximate an impulse function in some sense. This 
implies that as much of its energy as possible should be concentrated 
at the center of the spectrum. 
In general , the spectrum of the window function consists of a 
main lobe representing the middle of the spectrum and various side-
lobes located on both sides of the main lobe . The effects of window-
ing the desired frequency response H(ejwT) with this type of 
function are noteworthy. As mentioned earlier a mayor effect is that 
discontinuities in H(ejwT) become tran sition bands between values 
on either side of the discontinuity in Hw(ejwT). It is clear 
that the width of these transition bands depends on the width of the 
main lobe of the window function W(ejwT). A secondary effect is 
that ripple from the sidelobes of W(ejwT) produces errors (ripple 









































































































































By tapering the window, w(n), smoothly to zero at each end, the 
height of the sidelobes can be diminished. This would be achieved at 
the expense of a wider main lobe and thus a wider transition at the 
discontinuity (wider transition band in HW(ejwT)). 
Regardless of which window is used, the previous analysis indi-
28 
cates that the desirable function characteristics and resulting filter 
effects are: 
1. Small width of the main lobe, containing as much of the total 
energy as possible; narrow transition width in Hw(ejwT). 
2. Side lobes that decrease in energy rap ·idly as w tends to rr; 
increasing stopband attenuation in Hw(ejwT). 
Since both of the above criteria cannot be simultaneously optimized, 
the design procedure for nonrecursive FIR filters is obviously an iter-
at ive process whereby various window functions are tried- the results 
specify the solution (proper window selection). 
The remaining contents of this chapter is devoted to the analysis 
of various window functions. 
Rectangular 
The rectangular window (Figure Ba) is given by 
for 1n1 N-1 ~ -2-
otherwise 













1 - e 
-¥ [ ¥1 -¥I] 
e e - e . 
= 










Since WR(ejwT) = 0 at w = mw5 form= ~l, ~2, ... 
N 
the main lobe width is 2w5 • The plot of the spectrum, equation 
N 
(56), appears below in Figure 8b. 

























(Ba) Time Function (8b) Frequency Function 
Figure 8. Rectangular Window 
Plot Relationships 













N-1 In! :s - 2-
31 
( 57} 
The spectra of this window can be directly compared to that of the 
rectangular window. This is possible since a triangular signal can be 
obtained via the convolution of a rectangular signal with itself, 
w Ta ( n ) = w R ~ ( n ) * w R ~ ( n ) ( 5 8 ) 
A wherewR ~( n) = as wR(n) of half extent. Since convolution in the 
time domain corresponds to multiplication in the frequency domain, the 
frequency response of this window function is given by the square of 
the original rectangular transform of wR~(n), 
= 1 [sin [w(~)rJ]2 
N sin (¥) 
( 5 9) 
Where wT
0
(n) is less in duration, by one sample, than that of wT(n) 
due to the convolution effects. 
Figures (9a) and (9b) depict the time and frequency responses of the 
triangular window. 
Since Wr(ejwT) = 0 at w = 2mws for .:_1, .:_2, ••. , the main lobe 
N 
width is twice that of the rectangular function or 4ws· 
N 
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Figure 9. Triangular Window 
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11 Generalized 11 Hamming and Hanning 










where a usually ranges between O· and 1.0. 
If er= . 54, the window is called a Hamming window. Its time and 
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Figure 10. Hamming Window 
34 
If O'.= .5, the window is referred to as a Hanning window. Its time and 
frequency characteristics are plotted in Figures (lla) and (llb) 
res pectively . 






































( lla) Time Function (llb) Frequency Function 
Figure 11. Hanning Window 
The spectra of these windows can be related to that of the rectangular 
window. Equat ion (60) can be expressed as 
( 61 ) 
( 
j2rm j2nn ) 
= 1-a ( ) N-1 + - N-1 awR(n) + ~ wR n e e . ( 62) 
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Taking the Fourier Transform of equation (61) we have 
[ ej[wT-27T/ (N-1 )] ] 
[ ej [ wT+2 1T/ ( N- 1 ) ] ] ( 63) 
Analysis of equation (62) reveals that the spectra for the Hamming and 
Hanning windows can be formed by shifting WR(ejwT) both left 
and right by amount 2 and then performing the weighted sums as ( N- 1 ) T 




The Blackman window is similar to the generalized Hamming and Hanning 
functions and is given by equation (64) 
= 00.42 + 0.5 cos ff:T 0. 08 cos ff:T 
( 
27Tn + 47711 
otherwise (64) 
The additional cosine term leads to a further reduction in the ampli-
tude of Gibbs oscillations. This is a direct result of the low ampli-
tude of the sidelobes. However, the main lobe width is increased to 
6ws 
about - N- . 
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Kaiser 
The previous window functions all displayed a trade-off between main 
lobe width and sidelobe amplitude. However, this sidelobe level is 
approximately constant for a given window function. Conversely, the 
main lobe width can .be adjusted by varying the number of samples N. 
Thus in order to achieve a prescribed minimum stopband attenuation and 
passband ripple, design procedures dictate selecting a window with the 
appropriate sidelobe amplitude and the choosing N to meet the transi-
tion width specifications. Unfortunately , since the number of window 
functions with distinct sidelobe amplitudes is limited, meeting the 
minimum stopband attenuation results in unnecessarily high main lobe 
widths. Subsequently, in order to meet passband criteria the number 
of samples, , must be increased to a very high number implying a high 
order for the filter. 
Kaiser proposed a window to overcome this problem. This window is 
given by equation (65) 
Io (/J) N-1 for n <-
\ 
- 2 Io ( i') 
WK ( n) = (65) 
0 otherwise 
Where Y is an independent parameter that specifies a frequency trade-
off between the peak height of the sidelobe ripples and the main lobe 




(X) is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind. Equa-
tion (67) is an expression for the frequency spectrum of WK(n) 




WK(ejwT) = WK{O) + 2 ~ WK(n) cos wnT 
n=O 
(67} 
Figures (12a) throug h (12d) depict the time and frequency plots for 
var i 0 1J<; / lues of Y. 
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Figure 12. Kaiser Window 
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As demonstrated by the previous plots the attractive property of 
the Kaiser window function is that the sidelobe amplitude can be 
var ied cont i nuously by simply varying i' (large values correspond to 
wi der main lobe width and smaller sidelobe levels). Similarly as 
before, the main lobe width can still be adjusted by varying the 
number of samples N. 
Summarizing the contents of this chapter, an introduction to 
"windowing" was initially presented. Both time and frequency domain 
analys i s was performed i n an attempt to define optimum window function 
criteria . The conc lusion was r eached that both narrow main lobe width 
and low sidelobe amplitude were the primary factors to consider when 
evaluating a wi ndow funct ion's effectiveness when designing FIR linear 
phase filters . 
ext, variou s window f uncti ons were presented in order to demons-
trate the variety of wi ndow functions that exist. A relationship 
between main lobe width and sidelobe amplitude was noted; precisely 
minimiza t ion of one infers maximization of the other. However it was 
seen tha t J . F. Kaiser has proposed a solution to this problem, the 
Kai ser window. Table 2 summarizes the figures of merit for the vari-
ous window functions discussed. 
TABLE 2 
WINDOW FUNCTIONS FIGURES OF MERIT 
Minimum 
Peak Amp 1 i tude Transition Width Stop band 
Window of Sidelobe (dB) of Main Lobe Attenuation (dB) 
Rectangular ·-13 2ws -21 
N 
Triangular -25 4w 5 -25 
-N-
Hamming -41 4Ws -53 
N 
Hanning -31 4ws -44 
N 
81 ackman -5 7 6w 5 -74 
N 
Kaiser Variable Variabl e Vari ab 1 e 
It should be noted that the above values are approximate. They are 
dependent upon the number of samples, N, and the cutoff frequency, 
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CHAPTER III 
COMPUTER AIDED FIR FILTER DESIGN 
The implementation of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) techniques has 
brought about significant advances in the areas of signal and system 
analysis and design. Whether the application be spectrum analysis 
(see Appendix F), radar/sonar detection, FIR windowed filter design 
(see Appendix D), etc ..• , efficient use of the digital computer is a 
must. FFT algorithms are designed to meet this requirement by having 
reduced computation times when performing Discrete Fourier Transform 
(OFT) computations ; the single most important calculation in digital 
signal processing . 
The previous chapters have presented information on both FIR fil-
ters and window functions. A good understanding of these topics is 
essential as this section is devoted to designing FIR digital filters 
using the window method. An FFT implemented FIR windowed filter 
des i g n pr og r am en t it 1 e d " WINDOW 11 i s u t i 1 i z e d sol e l y for th i s purpose . 
The problem statement is as follows: 
Design a normalized lowpass FIR filter with w = 
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The following window functions were used to modify the impulse 
response coefficients of the filter: 
I. Rectangular 
I I. Triangular 
I I I. Hamming 
IV . Hanning 
v. Kaiser 
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The number of samples was restricted to either being 11 or 21 due to 
processing limitations. The Kaiser window function was evaluated with 
a stopband attenuation of 60 dB. 
Input values for number of samples, N, window coefficients, w(n), 
and windowed filter coefficients, hw(n), are provided in order to 
differentiate the various filter designs. Their effectiveness can be 
determined by evaluation and comparison of the individual case 
resu1ts; i.e., magnitude and phase versus frequency plots. Windowed 
filter impulse responses were obtained through utilization of the pro-
gram "WI DOW", (IEEE, Rabiner, 1979, Page 5.1). Frequency response 
plots were generated with the aid of the program 11 SZPLANE 11 • The 
results are as follows: 
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Rectangular Window 
Nurmer of Samples, N, - 11 
Window Coefficients 
w(O) = 1.0 = w(lO) 
w(l) = 1.0 = w(9) 
· w( 2) = 1.0 = w(8) 
w(3) = 1.0 = w(7) 
w(4) = 1.0 = w(6) 
w(S) = 1.0 = w(5) 
Windowed Filter Coefficients 
hW(O) = -.4501580£-1 = hw(lO) 
hw< 1) = -.4996136£-7 = hw(9) 
hw(2) = .7502627E-l = hw(B) 
hw(3} = .1591549 = hw< n 
hw(4) = .2250791 = hw(6) 




















































































































































































































































































































































Number of Samples, N, - 21 
Window Coefficients 
w(O) = 1.0 = w(20) 
w(l) = 1.0 = w(l9) 
Rectangular Window 
w(5) = 1.0 = w(l5) 
w(6) = 1.0 = w(l4) 
w(2) = 1.0 = w(l8) w(7) = 1.0 = w(l3) 
w(3) = 1.0 = w(l7) w(8) = 1.0 = w(l2) 
w(4) = 1.0 = w(l6) w(9) = 1.0 = w(ll) 
w(lO) = 1.0 = w(lO) 
Windowed Filter Coefficients 
hW(O) = .3183099E-l = hW(20) hW(5) = -.4501580E-l = hW(l5) 
hw<l > = .2500881E-l = hW(l9) hw(6) = .4996136E-7 = hW(14) 
hw (2) = -.4996l36E-7 = hw{18) hw( n = .7502627E-1 = hW(13) 
hw<3> = -.3215414E-l = hW(l7) hw<a> = .1591549 = hwC12) 
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Number of Samples, N, - 11 
Window Coefficients 
w(O) = .1666667 = w(lO) 
w(l) = .3333333 = w(9) 
w(2) = .5000000 = w(8) 
w(3) = .6666667 = w(7) 
w(4) = .8333333 = w(6) 
w(S) = 1.0 = w(5) 
Windowed Filter Coefficients 
hW(O) = -.7502634E-2 = hW(lO) 
hw< 1) = .1665378E-7 = hW(9) 
h,/2) = .3751314E-1 = hW(8) 
hw(3) = .1061032 = hw < n 
hw< 4) = .1875659 = hw<6> 







































































































































































































































































































Number of Samples, N, 
- 21 
Window Coefficients 
w( 0) = .9090906E-1 = W(20) w( 5) = .5454546 = w(l5) 
w( 1) = .1818182 = W(19) w(6) = .6363636 = w(14) 
w( 2) = . 2727273 = W(l8) w( 7) = .7272727 = w(13) 
w(3) :: .3636364 :: W(17) w( 8) :: .8181818 = w(l2) 
w( 4) :: .4545454 = W(l6) w( 9) = .9090909 = w(ll) 
w(lO) = 1.0 = w(lO) 
Windowed Filter Coefficients 
hW(O) = .289372SE-2 = hw(20) hw<S> = -.2455407£-1 = hw(15) 
hw< 1) :: .4547056E-2 = hW(l9) hw<6> = .3179359E-7 = hw<l4> 
hw(2) = -.1362582E-7 = ~W(l8) hw< n = • 5456457£-1 = hw(l3) 
hw<3> = -.1169242E-l = hw(17) hw<B> = .1302176 = hw(12) 
hw <4) = -.2411437£-1 = hw<l6> hw(9) = .2046173 = hwOl> 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Number of Samples, N, 
- 11 
Window Coefficients 
w(O) = .8000004E-l = w( 10) 
w( 1) = .1678525 = w(9) 
w(2) = .3978527 = w(8) 
w(3) = .682148 = w( 7) 
w(4) = .9121478 = w(6) 
w(S) = 1.0 = w(S) 
Windowed Filter Coefficients 
hW(O) = -.3601266E-2 = hW(lO) 
hw<U = .8386138E-8 = hW(9) 
hw<Z> = .2984941E-l = hW(8) 
hw<3> = .1085672 = hw< n 
hw(4) = .2053054 = hw(6) 














































































































































































































































































































































































Number of Samples, N, 
- 21 
Window Coefficients 
w(O) = .8000004E-l = w(20) w(5) = . 54000 01 = w(15) 
w(l) = .1025141 = w(l9) w(6) = .6821480 = w(l4) 
w(2) = .1678522 = w(l8) w( 7) = .8103814 = w(l3) 
w( 3) = .2696189 = w(l 7) w(8) = .9121478 = w(l2) 
w(4) = .3978523 = w(l6) W( 9) = .9774860 = w(ll) 
w(lO) = 1.0 = w(lO) 
Windowed Filter Coefficients 
hW(O) = .2546480E-2 = hw(20) hW(5) = -.2430854E-1 = hw(lS) 
hw<l> = .2563756E-2 = hW(l9) hw<G> = .3408104E-7 = ~W(l4) 
hw<2> = -.8386124E-8 = hW(18) hw<7> = .6079989E-1 = hW(l3) 
hw(3) = -.8669361E-2 = hw(l7) hw(8) = .1451728 = hw<l2) 
hw< 4) = -.2110671E-l = hw(l6) hw(9) = . 2200116 = hw(ll) 
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Number of Samples, N, 
- 11 
Window Coefficients 
w(O) = .6698745E-l = w(lO) 
w(l) = .2500002 = w( 9) 
w(2) = .5000002 = w(8) 
w(3) = .7500001 = w( 7) 
w(4) = .9330127 = w(6) 
w(5) = 1.0 = w(5) 
Windowed Filter Coefficients 
hw(O) = -.3015494E-2 = hw(lO) 
hwO) = .1249035E-7 = hw( 9) 
hw(2) = .3751315E-1 = hw(B) 
hw(3) = .1193662 = hw(7) 
hw(4) = .2100016 = h14(6) 












































































































































































































































































































Number of Samples, N, 
- 21 
Window Coefficients 
w( 0} = .2025348E-l = w(20) w(S) = .5711574 = w(lS) 
w(l) = .7937336E-l = w(l9) w{6) = • 7077077 = w(l4) 
w( 2) = .1725696 = w(l8) w( 7) = • 827 4305 = w(l3) 
w(3) = .2922927 = w(17) w ( 8) = • 9 2 06 2 6 7 = w(l2) 
W( 4) = .4288424 = w{l6) w{9) = .9797465 = w(ll) 
w{lO) = 1.0 = w(lO) 
Windowed Filter Coefficients 
hW(O} = .6446883E-3 = hw(20) hW(5) = -.257111~-1 = hw<IS> 
hw<l> = .1985033E-2 = hw(l9) hw<6> = .3535804E-7 = hW(l4) 
h\/2> = -.8621811E-8 = hW(l8) hw< n = .6207903E-1 = hW(l3) 
hw<3> = -.9398419E-2 = hW(l7) hw<B> = .14652222 = hi,/12} 
hw<4> = -.2275079E-l = hW(l6) hw<9> = .2205204 = hw<ll> 
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Number of Samples, N, - 11 
Stopband Attenutation 
- 60 dB 
Window Coefficients 
w(O) = .2038801E-1 = w(lO) 
w(l) = .137402 4 = w(9) 
w(2) = .3635734 = w(8) 
w(3) = .6532564 = w( 7) 
w(4) = .9017361 = w(6) 
w(5) = 1.0 = w(5) 
Windowed Filter Coefficients 
hw(O) = - . 9177825E-3 = hw(lO) 
hw( 1) = .6864809E-8 = hw(9) 
hw(2) = .2727756E-1 = hw(8) 
h~/ 3) = .1039689 = hw(7) 
hw(4) :: .2029619 = hw(6) 














































































































































































































































































































Number of Samples, N, 
- 21 
Stepband Attenuation 
- 60 dB 
Window Coefficients 
w(O) = .2038801E-l = w(20) w(5) = .5060953 = w(l5) 
w( 1) = .6526583E-l = w(l9) w(6) = .6532564 = w(14) 
w(2) = .1374024 = w(18) w( 7) = .7902116 = w(l3) 
w(3) = .2379593 = w( 17) w(8) = .9017361 = w(l2) 
w(4) = .3635734 = w(l6) w( 9) = .9746429 = w(ll) 
w(lO) = 1.0 = W(lO) 
Windowed Filter Coefficients 
hW(O) = .6489705E-3 = hW(20) hW(S) = -.2278228E-1 = hW(l5) 
hw<l> = .1~32221E-2 = hW(l9) hw(6) = .3263757E-7 = hW(l4) 
hw(2) = -.6864809E ~ 8 = hw(18) hw< n = .5928663E-l = hW(l3) 
hw<3> = -.7651377E-2 = hw(17) hw<B> = .1435157 = hw(12) 
= hw(ll) hw<4> = -.1928816E-1 = hwC16) hw(9) = .2193717 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































In reviewing the results presented in this section some important 
observations can be made. 
Foremost, except for the rectangular window, all designs imple-
mented with only 11 coefficients do not meet a criteria of having zero 
attenuation at wT=O. However these designs, in spite of having a 
wider t ransition width, posses much greater stopband attenuation than 
the rect angular window design; 11 or 21 coefficients. 
Secondly, as the number of samples is increased to 21, the width 
of the t ransit ion band decreases for all designs. This relationship 
suggests th at the width of the transition band is inversely propor-
tional to the. number of samples N. Conversely, the minimum stopband 
at ten u at i on h as rem a i n e d es sent i a l l y cons t an t. Th i s res ult s s i n c e for 
this parameter , there exists a dependence on the shape of the window 
nd not on the number of samples N. Inspection of the passband re-
veals that except for the triangular window all other designs posses 
both zero attenuation due to the effects of Gibbs phenomenom. 
Finally , the phase response for all filter designs is observed to 
be linea r. 
In summarizing, it has been shown that there exists a definite 
advantage for computer-aided design of FIR filters. Increasing tran-
sition width, corresponding to increasing main lobe width of the win-
dow function, and the increasing stopband attenuation, corresponding 
to descreasing window sidelobe amplitude, are parameters that are 
easily observed when utilizing computer-aided design techniques. The 
relative ease at which these parameters can be modified and then re-
val uated makes this a very attractive option for filter designers. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Th e purpose of this research paper was to present an informative 
overview of finite impulse response (FIR) filters implemented via 
windowing techniques. Analysis was devoted to those FIR filters that 
possessed both a nonrecursive structure and a linear phase response. 
Attempting to accomplish this task, information concerned with 
both FIR filters and window functions was initially presented. Funda-
mental concepts were developed at length in ~rder to investigate among 
other things: FIR filter realization, linear phase response, Gibbs 
phenonemon and optimum window function criteria; i.e., small width of 
main lobe and low amplitude sidelobes. The results obtained at this 
juncture of the research provided the foundation on which future analysis 
was based. Specifically, computer-aided FIR filter design was demon-
strated using ideas introduced earlier. Relationships between transi-
tion bandwidth-n umber of samples, window function shape-sidelobes 
levels, main lobe width-transition bandwidth, and sidelobe level-
stopband attenuation were highlighted so as to call Special attention 
to the significant design considerations associated with FIR filter 
design via windowing techniques. 
The ease at which these parameters can be analyzed, modified, and 




Finally, various ap pendices were included to provide additional 
information on filter design implementation, realization, and 
application . 
Summarizing, by themselves, FIR filters and window functions are 
applicable solutions to a wide variety of problems. Used together; 
i.e ., FIR filters via windowing techniques, it has been sho~ they 
possess a valuable commodity when realized nonrecursively: linear 
phase response. This fact in as much justifies this and any future 
research done on this topic. 
APPENDIX A 
NONRECURSIVE 
ADVANTAGES VERSUS DISADVANTAGES 
This research report has been concerned strictly with nonrecur-
s ive FIR f i lter implementation via window functions. However, many 
ot her applicati ons allow for either a FIR or IIR filter to be 
utilized. Fur th ermore no restriction on realization, recursive or 
nonrecursiv e, may exist. This amount of design flexibility oftens 
leads one to ask , whi ch desi gn is best suited for my needs? This 
question naturally ar ises during any preliminary design process. The 
answer to this question is not so clear since no single type of filter 
or design method is best for al l circumstances. A particular choice 
usually results after both the advantages and disadvantages of various 
design methods have been analyzed. The following lists some common 
facts about nonrecursively implemented digital filters in an attempt 
to define when t his design method is preferred over a recursiv~ly 
r ealized design. 
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I. ADVANTAGES 
A. Linear phase, constant delay filters are readily attainable 
through nonrecursive designs. 
B. Naturally suited to perform numerical operations. 
1. Numerical differentiation 
2. Numerical integration 
69 
3. Differential equation simulation 
C. FIR.filters realized nonrecursively; i.e., by direct convolu~ 
tion , are always stable (contain zeros only in finite z 
plane) . 
D. Fast -Fourier-Transform methods applicable. 
E. Roundoff noise can easily be made small for nonrecursive 
realiz ations of FIR filters; possible due to lack of feedback 
paths. 
F. Window method and most of the algorithmic methods allow for 
the approximating of rather arbitrary frequency response 
characteristics with little difficulty. 
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II. DISADVANTAGES 
A. High selectivity can only be achieved by using a relatively 
high order for the transfer function. 
1. A large ·value of the impulse response samples, N, is 
required to adequately approximate sharp cutoff filters. 
2. The delay of linear phase FIR filters is not always an 
integer number of samples. This nonintegral delay can 
lead to problems in some signal processing applications. 
3. As order increases cost of digital filter increases. 
4. As order increases execution time increases. 
a. Large amounts of memory required 
b. Many arithmetic operations performed 
8. Overall approximation problem for FIR filters is somewhat 
difficult. Primarily, problems concerning specification of 
such parameters as passband and stopband ripple bounds com-
plicate the design process. 
C. Closed form design formulas for nonrecursive FIR filters do 
not exist. 
APPENDIX B 
FREQUENCY SAMPLING METHOD 
It was shown that a FIR filter can be uniquely specified by its 
time domain impulse response coefficients, h(n). Equivalently, a FIR 
filter can be uniquely specified by its frequency domain discrete 
Fourier transform coefficients, H(k). These two sequences, along with 
their respective domains, are related by the following OFT relations: 
N-1 
H(k) = L 
n=O 
N-1 
h(n ) 1 = N L 
k=O 
-j ( 2Nrr) nk 
h(n) e 
·(zrr) k J - n 
H(k) e N 
OFT ( B. l ) 
IDFT ( B. 2) 
The above relationships imply that if given an arbitrary frequency 
response, specified at N equally spaced frequencies in the range 
0 ~ f ~ fs (or equivalently 0 ~ N ~ N-1), the IOFT can be used to 
produce the impulse response coefficients, h(n), and therefore unique-
ly describe the FIR filter defined as 
N-1 




In order to demonstrate this dependence of H(z) on values of H(k), let 
us first substitute equation (B.2) into equation (8.3) yielding, 
H ( z) = 
N-1 
~ [ ~ N-1 L · (z7T) k] H(k) eJ N n z-n (B.4) 
k=O 
Interchanging the order of summation and summing over the m index 
yields 






( B. 5) 
N-1 
H(z) l = N L H ( k) (B.6) 
k=O 
N-1 
H(z) 1 L H ( k) = N ( B. 7) 
k=O 
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where we have used the relationship 
N-1 N-1 00 00 
L (Az-l)n = L (Az-l)n + L (Az-l)n - L (Az-l)m 




- Az -1 
Defining M = m-N, this yields 
1 00 L (Az-l)M + N = 1 -1 - Az 
M=O 
] AN z-N 
= 
l - Az -1 1 - Az -1 
N-1 N -N 
L (Az-l)n 1 - A z = -1 
n=O l - Az 
If A is now defined to be equal toej (~71')kwe have 
~ ( e j ( 2N71') k z - l) n = 
n=O j (~~k -1 l - e z 
Which is equival ent to the term in brackets found in equation (8.7). 
"21Tk Since eJ is equ al to l, equation (8.7) reduces to 
- ZN 
N-1 
~ H(k) H( z) = N j (~71') \-1] k-Q [ 
- l 
- e 
If z is replaced b jwT y e , we have 
N-1 
H(k) 1 _ e jwNT 








The interpretation of equation (8.9) is that a simple but naive 
approach to filter design exists; i.e., to specify the filter in terms 
of samples of one period of the desired frequency response relying on 
interpolation to fill in the "gaps." 
APPENDIX C 
WINDOWS AND SPECTAL ANALYSIS 
There are many applications of signal proces~ ing; i.e., speech 
processing, radar and sonar detection, etc •••• , for which measurement 
of power spectra is required. Quite often the signal to be analyzed 
is corrupted by interfering signals or noise. To facilitate the 
detection and estimation process it is desirable to do the analysis in 
the frequency domain. To accomplish this task signal analyzers are 
used. 
Dynamic signal analyzers utilize the Discrete Fourier Transform 
(OFT), (equations B.l and B.2), to perform this time to frequency 
domain transformation. A set of algorithms known collectively as the 
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) implements this process in vastly reduced 
times; computation times can be reduced by a factor of 100 or more 
over direct calculation of the OFT. The properties of the OFT dictate 
that N equally spaced samples in the time domain are transformed to N 
2 
equally spaced lines in the frequency domain. To avoid aliasing the 
sample rate must be at least greater than twice the highest frequency 
of the input (Nyquist rate). 
There is another property of the FFT which affects its usage in 
frequency domain analysis. The FFT computes the frequency spectrum 
from a block of samples of the input called a "time record". An 
assumption is made that this time record is repeated throughout time, 













If the inp ut signal is continuous, difficulties will arise if the 
76 
assumed input i s not periodic in the time record (Figure C.3). The 
FFT algorithm wil l be computed on the basis of this highly distorted 
waveform. A smearing of energy throughout the frequency domain 
occurs. This phenomena i s known as leakage; energy leaks out of one 
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Figure C.4 Spectral Leakage 
(Hewlett-Packard, 1982, Pg. 90) 
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One popular technique used to combat this problem is "windowing". 
If we multiply our time record by a function that is zero at the ends 
of the time record and large in the middle, the FFT will concentrate 
itself on the middle of the time record. Vast improvements are often 
obtained via this method. However, it is important to realize that we 
have tampered with the input data and cannot expect perfect results. 
Also, data obtained via windowing of a signal which is periodic in the 
time record yields data that does not have as narrow a spectrum as its 
unwindowed counterpart. This implies that continuous signals which 
are periodic in the time record should not be altered (i.e., use 
rectangular window). 
The amount of leakage can be altered by varying window functions. 
To reduce this effect, the window should exhibit low amplitude side-
lobes far from the central main lob e, and the transition to the low 
sidelobes should be very rapid. One indicator of how well a window 
suppresses leakage is the peak side lob e level (relative to the main 
lobe); another is the asymptotic rate of falloff of these side lobes. 
Table C.l lists these ifidicators. 
There are many window functions applicable for this purpose. 
Chapter ~I discussed the merits of se~eral classic windows, other 
references (Harris, 1978) provide much information on these and other 
not so well-known windows. 
Appendix D contains the source listing of a computer program 
designed to implement spectral analysis via windows. Some sample 
results are included. 
WI OOW 
A ECTA GLE 
IRI ANG LE 
cos'1tx1 a· 1 o 
"4 41'<N IHG Cl• 20· 
a • Jo 
a•• o 
RI ESZ 
O E LA VALLE 
l'OVSS•N 
TU ICEY 
80H ... AH 
a · o 25 
a• 050 
a· o 75 
PO ISSON • 2 0 
a · 3.0 
•• 0 
'f ANNIHG · a • 0 5 
ISSO a • I 0 
d . 20 
UCHY Cl •JO 
• • O 
a• S.O 
G AUSS IAI'< a • 2 5 
Cl • JO 
(I J .5 
OO Ll'H · a • 2 5 
CHEITSHEV a • J 0 
d • JS 
a ·• O 
11.A ISEA· d • 1.0 
eESSEL a • 2 .5 
a . J..O 
0.•35 
IAllCILON • d • l 0 




"41NIMUM l SAMPLE 
ILl'Cl(MAN H ARRIS 
•MIN IMU M • ·SAMl'LE 
SLACKMAN H AF<RI S 
•II nl J SAMPLE 
ILACKMAN HARRIS 
14 <ti• SAMl'LE 
8 LACl(M•N HARRIS 
• SAMl'LE n • J 0 






































WINDOWS AND FIGURES OF MERIT 
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8 . 7 
16 9 
11 . 2 
I .• 
4 .8 
14 . 2 
10 .4 
16 













c-----------------------------------------------------------------------c MAIN PROGRAM: SPECTRUM 
C THIS PROGRAM EVALUATES SEVERAL WINOO~ FUNCTIONS ANO THEIR 
C EFFECTIVENESS WHEN APPLIED TO PERIODIC SIGNALS WHOSE SIGNATURES 






























INPUT: NF IS THE FILTER LENGTH IN SAMPLES 
2<=NF<=l024 
<~UST BE A POWER OF 2> 
IWNTYP IS THE WINDOW TYPE: 
l - RECTANGULAR 
2 TRIANGULAR 
3 HAMMING 
4 GENERALIZED HAMMING 
5 - HAf'iNING 
6 - BL ACKMAN 
7 • GENERALIZED oLACKMAN·HARRIS 
a POISSON 
9 HANNING-POISSON 
I PUT SIGNALS ARE RESTRICTED TO THE FOLLOWING TYPES: 









0 I MENS I 0 W l l 0 2 4 > , TR EAL < l 0 2 4 > , T l MAG< l 0 2 4 > t G TR EAL< l 0 2 4 ) t 
l G Tl~AG<l024>tTMAG<l024>eGMAG<l024>eTDB<l024> 
Cr Ax ACTER•l2 WlNDOW<lO> 
CrARACT ER•40 AFILE 
D ~TA TREAL/1024•0/,TIMAG/1024•0/,GTREAL/1024•0/tGTIMAG/1024•0/ 
O ~TA T~AG/1024•0/,GMAG/1024•0/,TOB/1024•0/ 
O ~TA WI OOW/•SINE •,•COSINE •,•RECTANGULAR'• 
l •TRIANGULAR •,•o.c. •,•ARBITRARY '•'+•' •/ 
CCNV:.3 • .321928 
Pt : 4.0•lTAN(leO> 
HOPI : 2.0•PI 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------




GO TO 500 
90 CCNTINUE 




QC 95 I=ltN 
IHI>: le 
95 CCNTINUE 
GO TO 200 
C TRIANGULAR ~INOOW 
c 
100 C~Ll T~!ANG<NFt Wt N) 
wiHrE<od00) NF 
GC TO 2JO 
C HAMMI~G WINOO.J 
c 
c 
110 ALPHA = 0.5~ 
WRITE<6,901> NF 
115 BETA : l. - ALPHA 
CALL HAMMIN<NFt W, N, ALPHA, BETA> 
WAITE<6t902) ALPHA 
GC TO 200 
C GENERALIZED HAMMING WINDOW 
C FORM CF WINDOW IS WCM>=ALPHA-BETA*COS<CTWOPI•M)/NF> 
C 8ETA IS AUTOMATICALLY SET TO 1.-ALPHA 




RE AD<4t904> ALPHA 
WRITEC6t305> NF 
GC TO 115 




130 ALPHA = 0.5 
wl'ITE<fu3J6> F 
GO TO 115 
C BLACK 4 ~INOOW 
c FOR CF JINQOW IS w<M>=ALPHA-aETAl•COS<<TWOPI*M)/NF>• 
C BETA2•COS<CTWOPI•2•M>INF> 
c 
1~0 ALPHA = • 2 
c 
BETA l = .5 
SETA2 = .oa 
RITE < 6 , 9 l 0 ) NF 
CALL BLCKMNCNFt Wt N, ALPHA, BETAlt BETA2> 
RITE <6t911> ALPHAt BETAlt BETA2 
GC TO 200 
C GE ERALIZED BLACKMAN-HARRIS 
c +-OR CF il!NOOW rs: 
C < > = 4LPHA - BETAl•COS<<TWOPI•M>INF> • 
C - BETA3*COSt<TWOPI*3•M>/NF> 
81 
c 
150 WRITEC4,•) • SPECIFY ALPHA FOR GENERALIZED BLACKMAN-HARqrs WINDOW' 
RE~Dt4t304) ALPHA 
c 
~RITE<4t•I • ENTER BETA11BETA2t& BETA3: 1i,1i,1• 
READC4t•> BETAl1BETA2tBETA3 
wRITE<6t913> NF 
CALL BLKHARCNFt Wt N1 ALPHA, BETAlt BETA2t BETAJ> 
WRITEC6,314> ALPHAtBETAl,BETA2tBETA3 
GO TO 200 
C POISSC,._. 
c FORM CF •INOOW rs: WCM) = l - EXP<<-2•GAM~A•ABSCM))/N=> 
c 
160 WRITEC~1•> ' SPECIFY 
READ<4t704> GAMMA 
WRITE<6t915> NF 
C~LL POISSON<NFt Wt 
WRITEC6t916> GA"MA 
GO TO 200 




C FORM CF WINDOW IS: 
C W<M> =<ALPHA - BETA•COS«TWOPI•H>/NF»•<l • EXP<C·2•;jAMMA•ABS(H))/NF» 
c 
170 WRITE('t,•) I SPECIFY GAMMA FOR HANNING-POISSON wnoow• 
REAO <~t904> GAMMA 
c 
WRITE<6t9l 7> NF 
ALPHA=.5 
BETA:.5 
C~LL HPOISSON<NFt w, Nt ALPHA, BETAt GAMMA> 
-RITE<6,CJ18> ALPHA,BETA,GAMMA 
200 COH INUE 
c 
C I~OO\i I PUT S IGNAL 
00 201 I=ltNF 
TREAL<I>=TREAL<I>•W<I> 
TI '1 AG< I> : TI MAG (I > • W < I > 
201 CO TIN UE 
R ~F= NF 
LG2R F=CONV•ALOGlO<RNF>+.1 
C~LL FFT<TREAL,TIMAG,NFtLG2RNF> 
C SCALEF=S RT <T REA L<l>•• 2 +TP1AG<1>**2> 
SCALEF= F 
0 0 210 LL=lt F 
T~AG < LL >= S RT <T REA L<LL>••2+TIMAG<LL>••2> 
T AG<LL>=TMAGCLL>/SCALEF 
IFCT AGCLL> .EQ. ~ > TMAG<LL>=l0E•50 
TC~<LL >=2 0•AL OGlO CT M AG<LL>> 
210 CC TI UE 
RITE<6t•> ' WINDOW ED OFT COEFFICIENTS:• 
iHTEC6 t211> FPW 
RITEC6 t21 2 > WINOOW<ISIGSL> 
GO TO 10 
c- ----------------------------------------------------------------------
c I P U T OPTIO~S 
5 0 CC T I UE 
R trEC~ , 501> 
READC4 t•> ISIGSL 
RITEC4t502 > 
EAO C4t•> F 
l'ITE< , 503 > 
REAu C4 t•> FPW 
C IS ~A F THE LE GTH OF THE RECORD LENGTH 
c 
: CNF >12 
C SI E ._AVE 
I F < I SIG SL • E Q • l > THEN 
00 510 I=leNF 
TREAL<I>=SIN<2•PI•CI-l>•FPW/NF> 
TIM AG C I > = 0 • 0 
510 CCNTINUE 
C COSINE WAVE 
ELSE IF<ISIGSL .EQ. 2> THEN 
DO 520 I=ltNF 
T~EAL<I>=COS<2•PI•<I-l>•FPW/NF> 
TIMAG<I>=O.O 
520 CCNT INUE 
C RECTA~GULAR ~AVE 
ELSEIF <ISIGSL .Ea. 3> THEN 
WRITE<tt,•> ' INPUT DUTY CYCLE: O. - t.• 
REAOC~t•> OUTYR 




~ 5.30 L=l• F 
L=L+l 
53 1 TI~ER=<RPERIOD•L>+ROFFSET 
ITP1E R:TI"4ER 
IFCTIMER .LT. 1> THEN 
IFCTIMER .LT. TIMEUP> THEN 
TREAL< I> =1.0 
TIMAG<I ):Q.O 
ELSE 
TREAL( I >=a.a 
T [MAG< I >=O.O 
E~DIF 
EL5E 
qoFFSET:TIM ER-ITI MER 
L=J 
GO TO 531 
E'JDIF 
530 CC'HINUE 
C TRIA GULAR JAVE 
EL SE IF C IS I GS L • E Q . 4 > TH EN 
RITEC4 e•> • 





QC 5 0 C=l• F 
-<=K+l 
INPUT DUTY CYCLE: O. - t.• 
5 l TI ET=< TPERIOD•K>+TOFFSET 
CTI .'1ET=TI ET 
lF<Tl~ET .LT• l > THE~ 
IFCTI'1ET .LT. TIMEON> THEN 
IFCTIMET .LT. TIMEON/2> TH EN 
T~EAL< I>=<2/TIMEON>•TIMET 
T IMAG< I >=o.o 
EL 5 E 
TREA LCI>=2-<2/TIMEON>•TIMET 
r r AG< 1 >=o.o 
~N'J IF 
EL 5E 




TOFFSET:TIM ET-ITI MET 
i<= 0 
GO TO SH 
ENO IF 
5~0 CCNTINUE 
C O.C . WAVE 
550 
ELSEIF <ISI~SL .EQ. 5> THEN 
~RITE<~t•> 1 INPUT O.C. VALUE' 
READ<~ ••> IDC 
DO 550 I=l1NF 
T"EA L<I>=IOC 
Tll1AG<I>=Oe0 
CCN T I NUE 
.EQ. 6> THEN ELSE IF< ISIGSL 




INPUT IMPULSE RESPONSE COEFFICIENTS• 
FORM! REAL COEFF.1IMAG COEF=.• 
ENT ER INPUT FILE NA ME ' 
CLOSECUNIT=81IOSTAT:ISTATUS> 
OFEN<UNlT=81FILE=AFILE1IOSTAT=ISTATUS,STATUS:•UNKNOwN•> 
DC 560 LL=l1NF 
IHAn<M••l TRF"AI <I I )eTT~Ar.<11) 
83 
560 CC ITI NU E 
c 
ELSE 
WRrTE<'+t•> • INPUT ERROR;PLEASE RENTER' 
GO TO 500 
E ~ D IF 
WR ITE('+,•) • DO YOU WANT Tu wINOOW THIS SEQUENCE?• 
REA DC4,561> IWINDO 
I FCIWI NDO .EQ. l> THEN 
wR ITE<4tS62) 
~ ::ADC4t•> [WNTYP 
C DISP ATC H ON WIND OW TYPE 
~o TO c10 ,100,11 0,12 0 ,130,1•0,1so,160tl70) IW NTYP 
ELS E 
ONF= NF 
LG2 DNF= CONV •AL OG l O<DN F>•.l 
CALL FF T<TRE AL,TI MAG, NFtL G20N F> 
C SCALEF=SJRT CT RE ALC1>••2•TI MAGC1>••2> 
SCALEF =·'ll F 
0 C 5 7 0 L '1: l , NF 
T~Au CL ~ >= SQR TCT REA LCL M >•• 2 • T IMAGCL M >••2> 
T~AG C LM >= TMAG CL M >/ SC A L~ -
IFCTM A G CL ~ > . Ea . 0 > T'1A G CL ~ >=lCE-S O 
TC3 CLM >=20 • ALOG 1 0 CT'1AG CLM >> 
570 CC TI UE 
E\ u l f 
C? T UT RESULTS 
'JJ; IT£Co t :JOO > 
wR[TE Co . 60 1> NF 
~R [TEC6 t 602 > FPY 
~ 1TEC6 t 603 > WI OOW CI SI GSL > 
6 10 C ~ 20 i<L =lt t F 
.. ~ r r E ( 6 t 6 ~ 4 ) KL - l. f RE AL( K u ' K L-1 • T I M AG ( Ku ' KL -1 'Pt AG (Kl> •'< L - l ' 
l TQB < L > 
620 CC T PhJE 
'.I lTE C'+ t*> ' DO YOU WANT ~ N O TH ER RUN ?' 
KE Au Ct+ , 605 > [A ~RUN 
FCIA • UN . Ea . l> THEN 
C TO 500 
E IF 
2 11 FR ATC1ox .• THE FUNDAMEN TAL ~[NOO w PER I OD rs:•~F5.3) 
2 12 FCR '1A TC lOX , q s I GSL=' tA 10 > 
5 l FC~ '1AT < lOX ,• S ELECT TYPE OF I NPU T S I GNAL:•,/, 
l lOX t'<l>- S I NE'tlt 
iox ,•< 2 >-C OSI NE•,1, 
3 10Xt'<3>-RECTANGUL AK 'tlt 
4 i ox,•<•>-TRIA NGULA R•,/, 
s i o x,•cs>-D.c.•,1, 
6 iox.•<6>-ARBITRA RY S E Q UE~CE ( I.E •• IMPULS~ RESP O ~SE>'> 
502 FCR'1 AT(l0Xt'lNPUT NUMBER OF SAMPLESjMUST aE A POWER OF r ~ o·> 
84 
50 3 FCRM ATCl OX t'INPUT NUMBER OF FU N)AMENTAL PERIODS ?~R TIM~ wr~oow•> 
56 1 FCRM AT< Il> 
56 2 FCRM ATCl OX t'SELECT WINDO W FU NCTION TYPE:•,/, 
l l OX t'<l> - RECTA NG ULAR'tlt 
2 10 Xt'C2> - TRIANGULAR•,/, 
3 iox.•<3> - HAMMING'•'• 
4 lQX,•(~) - GE NERALIZED HAMMING•,/, 
5 l OX ,•<5> - HANNING•,/, 
5 lOX1'<6> - BLACKMAN•,/, 
7 1ox,•c7> - GENERALIZED BLACK~AN-HARRIS•,1, 
8 l 0 X , ' < 8 > - P 0 IS SON' t I, 
1 lOX,•<9> - HANNING-POISSON'> 
60 0 F OR~AT<lOAt'DFT COEFFICIENTS:•> 
60 1 F OR~AT(lQX,'THE NUMBER OF SAMPLES rs:•.IJ> 
602 FC RMATc1ox,•THE FUNDAMENTAL WINDOW PE~IOD rs:•,F5.2> 
~ O J FC~~AT<LOXe'lSIGSL='•AlO> 
6 0 4 F CR .'1 A T ( 5X , 'HR EAL < ' , I .3 , ' > = ' , El 5 • 3 , 5 X, ' 11 IM I\ G < ', I 3 , ' > = ' , E 15 • 8 , 
1 C:X1'Tl1AG<'tI3t•>='•El5.81SX1'TJB<'tl31'>='tE15.3> 
&05 FCRMAT<Il> 
900 FCR~ATC• TRIANGULAR WINDOW - NF:•, 14) 
901 FCRMAT<• HAMMING WINDOW - NF='• I4> 
9 02 FCRMAT<• ALPHA:•, Fl4.7) 
9 ~ 3 FOR~AT<' SPECIFY ALPHA FOR GENERALIZED HAMMING WI~OOW'> 
904 FCRMAT<Fl4.7> 
905 FCRMAT<' GENERALIZED HAMMING WINDO- - NF:•, I4) 
9 06 FCRMATC' HANNING WINDOW - NF='• 14> 
9 10 FCRMATC' 8LACKMAN WINDOW - NF:•,I4> 
9 11 FORMAT<' ALP A='• Fl~.7, 'BETAl:•, Fl4.7 1 '8ETA2='• Fl4.7) 
9 12 FC R ~ATCA40> 
9 1.3 FC ~ MAT<' BLACKMAN-HARRIS WINDOW - NF:• 1 I4> 
14 F O~ "IATC' AL PHA='1Fl'+.7t' 8ETAl='eF14.7 1 • BETA2:•,=14.7, 
l ' d ETA.3=• eF14.7> 
9 15 FOq ~ATC' POISSON WI DOW - NF='tl4> 
16 FCRM ATC• GAMMA:•,Fl4.7) 
717 FCR ATC' HANNING-POISSON WINDOW - ~F:• 1 I4> 





c s us 0 LT I I E: TR IA NG 
C TR IA NGUL A ~ JI DO W 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Sl..3ROU TI E TR IANG CN F, Wt 
c 
F :: F I LTE ~ LE GTH I N SAMPLES 
C = JC DO J CO EFFICIENTS 




0 I '1 E SI ON W < 1 > 
F~=N 
CC l I=lt F 
'J <I >=<I-1>/ FN 
IF CWCI> .GT. 1> 
CCN T I UE 
R ET JR 
E 0 
W <I > =2 - w < I> 
C SUBROL; T[ , E: HAMMIN 
C GE ER ALIZE O HAMMING WINDOW ROUTINE 
C I DOW IS J<N> : ALPHA - BETA • COS<<TWOPI•N>/NF> 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------c 
SLaROUTINE HAMMIN<NFt Wt N1ALPHA1 BETA> 
c 
C NF : FILTER LENGTH IN SAMPLES 
C W : WINDOW ARRAY OF SIZE N 
C N : HALF LENGTH OF FILTER=<NF>/2 
C ALPHA : CONSTANT OF WINDOW 
C ~ETA: CONSTANT OF WINDOW--GENERALLY 9ETA:l-ALPHA 
c 
Cll'1ENSION W<l> 
PI2 : 8.0•ATAN<l.O> 
F~ : NF 
00 10 I=ltN 
FI : I - l 
W(I) = ~LPHA - 8ETA•COS<<PI2•FI>IFN> 
iil<NF-I+2>=W<I> 
10 CCNTINUE 





c-----------------------------------------------------------------------c SUBRO~TINE: BLCKMN 
C BLACK~AN WINDOW ROUTINE 
C W I N 0 0 w I S W < N > : AL P H A - BE T A 1 • C 0 S C < T W 0 P I * N >I NF > • 
C BETA2 • COS<<2 • TWOPI •~>INF> 










SUBROUTINE BLCKP'tNCNF, Wt Nt ALPHA, 6ETA1t BETA2> 
NF = FILTER LENGTH IN SAMPLES 
w = WIN DOW ARRAY OF SIZE N 
N = H-'LF LENGTH OF FILTER=<NF>/2 
ALPHA 
-
CONSTANT OF WINDOW 
BETA 1 
-
CONSTANT OF Iii I NOOW 
BET A 2 
-





DO 10 I=ltN 
FI=I-1 
= .4 2 
: 
.5 
= • 0 8 
WCI>=ALPHA - 8ETA1•COS<<PI2•FI>/FN> + 
8ETA2•CO SC<PI~•FI>IFN> 
.I( F-I•2>=W<I> 
10 CCNT INUE 
c 
c 
W<N•l>=ALPHA - BETA1•COSC<PI2•N>/FN> + 
1 ~ETA2 •COSCCPI~•N>IFN> 
RETU 
E D 
c---- -------------------------------------------------------------------c SUBRO rr E 3L~H AR 
C BLACK~A - ARRIS ROUTINE 
C WI 00 IS ~C J : ALPHA - BETAl•COS<<TWOPI•N)/NF> 
C + BETA2•COS<<TWOPI•2•N)/NF> 







SL3ROU TINE BLKHAR<NFt Wt Nt ALPHAt 9ETA1t BETA2t BETA3> 
F : FILTER LENGTH IN SA"PLES 
W : WINDOW ARRAY OF SIZE N 
N : HALF LENGTH OF FILTER : <NF>/2 
: CONSTANT OF WINDOW C ALPHA 
C BETAS 
c 







DC 10 I=ltN 
FI:I-l 
w<I>: ALPHA - BETA1•COSC<PI2•FI>/FN> + BEU2•COSCCPH•FI>IFN> 
l - BETA3•COSC<PI&•FI>/FN> 
llCNF-1+2> : WCI> 
10 CCNTINUE 
WCN•l> : ALPHA - 8ETA1•COS«PI2•Nl/FN> • BETA2•COSC CPH•N>/FN> 






c--------------------------------------------------------------~--------c SUBROUTINE POISSON 
C POISSCN ROUTINE 
c WINDOW IS won = 1 - EXP<C-2*GAMMA*A8S(N))/NF> 
c 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------c 








NF = FIL TE~ LENGTH IN SAMPLES 
w = WIN OOw AR RAY 
N = HALF LENGTH 
GAMMA = CONSTANT OF 
DV1ENSION W<l > 
Fr-.: F 
00 10 I=.t.tN 
FI=I-1 
OF SIZE N 
OF FILTER = 
w I NOOW 
<NF>/2 
WCI> = 1 - EXPCC -GAMMA•ABS<FI>>IN> 
wC F-[+2): WCI> 
lO CO\IT I UE 
c 
W< •l> : l - EXP<< -GAMMA•ABSCN))/N> 
RE TURN 
no 
SUB Ov TlN E HPOISSON 
C HPOI SSO ~OU TI E 
c WI 00 \t r s -'< N > = (ALPHA - BETA•COSCCTWOPI•N>INF» • 
C Cl - EXP<<-2•GAMMA•ABS<N>>INF> > 
c 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------c 
SlJBR OUTI E HPOISSON<NFt w, Nt ALPHA, BETA, GAl"MA> 
c 
C F : FILTE~ LENGTH IN SAMPLES 
C W = WINDOW ARRAY OF SIZE N 
C : HALF LE GTH OF FILTER : <NF>/2 
C AL PH A : CONSTANT OF WINDOW : .5 
C ETA = CONSTANT OF WINDOW : .5 




0 IME SI ON W <1 > 
PI2=8.0•ATAN<l.O> 
Fr-.=NF 
DC 10 I=ltN 
FI=I-1 
J<I> : <ALPHA - BETA•COS«PI2•FI>/FN» * 
1 <l •EXP(( •GAMMA•ABS<FI>>I~)) 
w(NF-I•2>=1il< I> 
10 CC ~T I NU E 
W<N•l> : <ALPHA - BETA•COSC<PI2•N>/FN» * 




C SUB R 0 L TI NE FF T 









DC 100 L=leNU 













101 K:K +l 
K =K+ 2 
IF<r< .LT. N> GO TO 102 
K :O 
Ll=NU l-1 
100 ~=~2 /2 
i) 0 l 0 .3 K= 1 t N 
I= I 9 1 TR CK -1 , NU > + l 
IF<I .LE. K> GO TO 103 
TREAL:XREAL<K> 
T Il'UG:x IMAG < K > 
X~EALCK >:X R EAL<I> 
XIMAGCK>=XIMAG<I> 
XREAL< I>=T REA L 
XPtAG<I >=TI MAG 





C Fu. CTIO Ic3IT~ 
c 
c- ------------------------------------------------------------------FL.~CT ION I~ITR<JeNU> 
J l=J 
IEITR:O 
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